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Book Reviews

Lone Star Lawmen: The Second Century of the Texas Rangers. By Robert M.
Utley. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007. xiii + 400 pp. 47 halftones,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $3°.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-19-515444-3.)
Lone Star Lawmen is the second installment in Robert M. Utley's twovolume history of the Texas Rangers, picking up the story of the famed constabulary in the twentieth century. Unlike Lone Star Justice: The First Century
of the Texas Rangers (2002), which details the formation of the Rangers and
their role in absorbing outlying and contested portions of the state, the
material in Lone Star Lawmen will likely be unfamiliar to the legions of
Ranger historians and buffs. In fact one of Utley's goals for this sequel is to
establish that-despite the transition from horses to automobiles-the Rangers' second century is at least as compelling as their first. In Utley's capable
hands it is.
In a sweeping narrative, Utley chronicles the transformation of the Rangers
from a frontier force to the chief investigative arm of the state's Department
of Public Safety and the complex political backdrop against which such
developments took place, which often involved the machinations of various
governors and state administrators. Along the way, he adds flesh to a host of
individual Rangers, from the legendary Frank Hamer and Manuel T. "Lone
Wolf' Gonzaullas to the less celebrated but equally accomplished Horace
Carmichael and Homer Garrison. Utley offers rich descriptions of assorted
events, such as the pursuit of and shootout with criminals Gene Paul Norris
and William Carl "Silent Bill" Humphrey in 1957, that prove as dramatic as
any of the Rangers' nineteenth-century skirmishes.
Of course the standard against which Utley's two books will be measured
is Walter Prescott Webb's classic The Texas Rangers: A Century of Frontier
Defense (1935). On the whole, Utley exceeds Webb's work, in terms of both
his prodigious research and his scholarly detachment. Webb, by contrast,
relied heavily on interviews with living Rangers and drank so deeply of their
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mystique (not to mention their one-sided version of events) that his book is
more hagiography than history. At times Utley, too, seems a bit spellbound
by the force. For one thing, his deep admiration for the constabulary is
evident throughout Lone Star Lawmen, indicated by his joint dedication of
the book to a retired Ranger and a member of the board of directors of the
Texas Ranger Hall of Fame and Museum. He also insists that, in the twentieth century, the only real blot on the constabulary was its brutal suppression of the Plan de San Diego uprising in 1915, in which Rangers murdered
hundreds of innocent Mexican Americans, often in the most casual fashion. This assertion of relative Ranger propriety is undercut by Utley's own
narrative of the constabulary's abuse ofTejano labor leaders during a strike
in South Texas called by the National Farm Workers Organizing Committee in 1966-1967. Indeed, at the time, one ofthe strikers described the Rangers
as "the Mexican-Americans' Ku Klux Klan." While in the past four decades
the constabulary may have transcended this reputation, it is doubtful that
the force can ever escape its enormously controversial past.
Andrew R. Graybill
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

The Sephardic Frontier: The Reconquista and the Jewish Community in Medieval Iberia. By Jonathan Ray. Conjunctions of Religion and Power in the Medieval Past Series. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2006. x + 198 pp.
Maps, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8014-44°1-2, $19.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8014-7451-4.)
Thirteenth-century military and political developments in the Iberian
reconquista, beginning with the combined Christian defeat of the Almohads
in 1212, created a dynamic frontier that was repopulated not only by Christians, but also by Jews and Muslims. This book employs an impressive number of ecclesiastical, municipal, and royal archives as well as rabbinic
literature in order to flesh out both the establishment of and quotidian issues in Jewish communities of thirteenth-century southern Iberia,
Traditionally, the historiography of this frontier has presented a region
marked by persistent danger and instability, and either omits the important
role Jews played in resettlement or perpetuates a simplified trope of Jews as
financiers. This historiography has led to a widely held assumption that
Sephardic communities were simply reestablished or relocated on the fron-
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tier. Jonathan Ray, however, presents a very different frontier, one that was a
land of opportunities and characterized by a dynamic, fluid, if often volatile, society. By focusing on the developments in the lives and writings of
individual Jews themselves, Ray asserts that they, not extant communities,
dominated the early period of settlement on the frontier.
Like their Christian counterparts, Jews-who were also settlers, lawyers, merchants, physicians, and civil servants to the Christian kingstook advantage of the opportunities presented by this frontier to acquire
and manage land, become rich, and make appeals to royal authority to
reinforce their privileges and exemptions. Often, the willingness of many
Jews to avail themselves of the auspices of Christian authorities undermined the strength of their local Jewish community leaders, who themselves were not above appealing to royal authority in order to reassert their
standing within the kahal or juderia. The result was a frontier that not
only featured Sephardic Jews but was "also steadily incorporated into the
political, cultural, and socioeconomic life of the various peninsular states"
(p. 177). In time, of course, increased ecclesiastical demands to isolate the
Jewish community and restrict their contact with Christians as well as the
intensification of royal control over Jews, their property, and their communities challenged the openness and dynamism of the thirteenth-century frontier, but not before Jews played an essential role in the making of
their frontier communities.
While this is an exceptional and exciting book, finding its relevance for
scholars of the U.S. West, Borderlands, and Latin America may be difficult
because Ray directs his work to historians of medieval Judaica and Iberia.
Only briefly does Ray define the concept of the frontier as a model for understanding the nature and diversity of a civilization, but he makes little
effort to engage in non-Iberian scholarship on Borderlands and frontiers
and he makes no effort to draw out comparisons with non-medieval periods.
The author is more interested in suggesting that there may be greater affinities between Sephardic and Ashkenazic settlement patterns, but this too
could stand some greater elaboration. Notwithstanding, this is an important, valuable, and original contribution to the study of medieval Iberia.
Enrique A. Sanabria
University ofNew Mexico
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The Great Houses of Chaco. By John Martin Campbell, with Thomas C.

Windes, David E. Stuart, and Katherine Kallestad. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2007. xvii + 150 pp. 55 halftones, maps, bibliography,
index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-4248-5.)
Chaco Canyon holds an abiding fascination for scholars, naturalists, artists, and others interested in landscapes of antiquity. The thousand-year-old
ruins in this remote corner of northwest New Mexico have entranced generations of photographers, from W. H. Jackson to Adriel Heisey. Artists and
tourists alike have created aesthetically pleasing compositions using the sun
and shadow, geometric sandstone shapes, and wid~ skies of Chaco. The
northern New Mexico light lends itself well to black-and-white photography, and a seemingly inexhaustible public appetite exists for picture books
on this subject. John Martin Campbell's The Great Houses ofChaco follows
in the tradition of Paul Logsdon's Ancient Land, Ancestral Places (1993),
and Mary Peck's Chaco Canyon: A Center and Its World (1994). The book is
designed for a popular audience with no necessary previous knowledge of
Chacoan archaeology. Campbell, emeritus professor and former chair of
the department of anthropology at the University of New Mexico (UNM),
is an accomplished large-format black-and-white photographer.
For text he teamed with three scholars: Tom Windes, retired park service
archaeologist and noted Chacoan researcher; David E. Stuart, emeritus professor of anthropology at UNM; and research assistant Katherine Kallestad.
Readers could have no better guide to the archaeology of Chaco than Windes,
who has devoted four decades of his life to research in and around the canyon. Windes's introductory essay provides a readable, coherent review of
Chacoan architecture - the primary stuff of Chacoan archaeology.
Campbell's fifty-five photographs form the heart of the book. His images
capture the austerity of the canyon landscape and the grandeur of the sandstone masonry. The standard subjects-Fajada Butte and the Pueblo Bonito doorways-are here, but many of Campbell's images are close-ups of
masonry rather than the more familiar great house overviews. The largeformat process brings out contrasting light and shadow in the sandstone
veneers. Campbell includes images that the public is unlikely to have seen,
such as a "developmental great house," and dense artifacts atop the Casa
del Rio midden. Interspersed among the architectural photos are images of
ceramic vessels and petroglyphs. The photos are accompanied by Kallestad's
clearly written, engaging text. Readers will absorb much about Chaco sim-
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ply from perusing her captions. Archaeologists will appreciate Kallestad's
unobtrusive inclusion of scale and direction.
The book concludes with an explanatory model developed by Stuart,
author of Anasazi America (2000). Stuart views Chaco as a trade center for
peoples struggling to farm successfully in the face of climatic variability.
Stuart formed his ideas about Chaco as a researcher during the 1980s, but
anthropological theory and archaeological interpretations have altered a
good deal in the intervening decades. Readers interested in a range of more
current views might wish to consult David Noble's In Search ofChaco (2004)'
Nonetheless, The Great Houses of Chaco is a beautifully designed, popularly accessible overview of the archaeology of Chaco that will be cherished
by both the novice reader and the seasoned Chaco aficionado.
Ruth Van Dyke
Colorado College

Leaving New Buffalo Commune. By Arthur Kopecky. (Albuquerque: Univer-

sity of New Mexico Press, 2006. xxiii + 213 pp. 29 halftones, maps. $19.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-4°54-2.)
This is the second volume of the author's edited journals, written during
his time at New Buffalo Commune in Arroyo Hondo, New Mexico. Hippies intending to follow the peyote road had founded the commune in 1967,
but by Arthur Kopecky's arrival in mid-1971, constant turnover in membership had created an ungainly mix of back-to-the-land enthusiasts and longhaired drifters. This volume, covering 1976-1979, documents the author's
earnest efforts to create a highly purposeful and skilled membership who
shared his belief that the spread of countercultural communes would radically transform a consumerist, militaristic, and ecologically unsustainable
American social order.
Kopecky pinned his hopes for New Buffalo on the development of a communal dairy that would supply local demand for whole food from alternative
sources. We see him and his friends building a herd, constructing facilities
that would pass muster with local authorities, and mastering the skills required to make irrigated land productive-all without the necessary start-up
capital readily at hand. Persistence, and unadulterated countercultural fraternalism, might have overcome the long odds. But Kopecky's efforts to emulate
other communes that had instituted a modicum of formal self-governance
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and regulation of membership sparked resentment among several ex-members. Over the course of a year or so, these disgruntled free spirits mounted a
campaign ofharassment culminating in an occupation ofthe commune, ejection of Kopecky, and a return to laissez-faire.
These journals will provide much food for thought for students of the
twentieth-century American West. Those pondering Richard Slatkin's arguments about the role of redemptive violence will find in Kopecky a firm
believer in hippie pacifism who was, according to his account, ousted from
New Buffalo by a cowboy-style power play. Those pursuing Richard White's
arguments about the central role of state power in the development of the
modern West will find here what might seem the unlikely story of New
Mexico extension agents encouraging long-haired novices. Historians of the
counterculture, keenly aware of the bitter conflicts that erupted between
communards and Hispanos, may wish to examine these journals for
countervailing evidence about a hip colonist who gained sufficient standing among locals to serve as the mayordomo of the irrigation system. Or
they might examine New Buffalo as a western case corroborating Barry
Laffan's arguments about the rationalization of regional radical social structures in the 1970S. Students of quotidian gender relations in the twentieth
century will find a wealth of evidence about New Buffalo's complex, context-contingent sexual division oflabor - but, interestingly enough, no mention of radical feminism.
Rich in detail as this book is, users must nevertheless proceed with a bit
more than the usual caution. Kopecky tells readers that these journals were
slightly edited, but does not explain the process sufficiently for professional
historians. Hopefully, the autograph originals will eventually pass to an
archive, facilitating side-by-side inspection. But even if such an inspection
proves impossible, this volume deserves the appreciation of all those who
would, as historian David Farber might say, move the 1960s in the American West from memory to history.
Timothy Hodgdon
Durham, North Carolina
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Las Hijas de Juan: Daughters Betrayed. By Josie Mendez-Negrete. Revised
Edition. Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations series. (2002;
repr., Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2006. xv + 204 pp. Glossary.
$19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-3896-3.)
Telling is important in Las Hijas de Juan. The work began as a memory
project where author Josie Mendez-Negrete began to ask family members
questions to confirm what she and they collectively remembered about their
childhood abuse and incest. Mendez-Negrete does not attempt to censor
any part of her family's painful past. Her self-depreciating honesty also speaks
to how children internalize pain and otherness. She does not ignore the
love. With the exception of her father, most of the characters in her book
are loving individuals who provide Mendez-Negrete comfort and the strength
to rise above her abusive environment. Additionally, Las Hijas de Juan offers readers insight into the author's eclectic Mexican childhood by following her maturation into adulthood and eventual infatuation with American
popular culture.
To outsiders Juan's family seemed like any other Mexican migrant family. Mendez-Negrete's detailed story illustrates the way her father wielded
his authority to isolate the family, instilled fear through pervasive violence,
and controlled each facet of their private and public lives. Juan navigated
his family through school districts that held low expectations of migrant
children and social service and state institutions in the 1950S and 19605 that
normalized their poverty. Mendez-Negrete gives us insight into how Juan
carefully choreographed anonymity and constantly relocated his family to
cultivate instability, commencing with the move from Mexico to California
where community support and surveillance served to temper his violence.
As the author unravels her complicated past, she demonstrates how daily
interactions in her life worked to silence, demean, and empower. As a child,
Mendez-Negrete is left little recourse, although she never ceases to resist
her father's cruelties by implementing schemes to thwart the incest and
violence. Protecting those around her, namely her sisters, becomes her constant preoccupation. With unflinching honesty, the author reveals a world
of abuse that extends beyond the physical, as it also inflicted the spirit and
held a family hostage to fear.
As educators we encourage students to think critically and facilitate their
understanding of various cultural theorists and structural obstacles. We often offer theoretical frameworks to illuminate the dynamics employed in
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the construction of various social hierarchies and enforcement of difference. Many students, however, perceive these models as abstractions and
fail to appreciate their application in the "real world." Mendez-Negrete's
work provides a crucial link between theory and experience. She offers numerous illustrations of how various social forces and individuals contributed to the cycle of abuse and incest. Las Hijas de Juan would enlighten
students in sociology, psychology, family studies, Chicana/o studies, and
those pursuing any type of professional education that requires an understanding of the dynamics of societal power relations. Through her courageous telling ofsurvival and resiliency, Mendez-Negrete exposes those often
overlooked exchanges that occur in the intimate sphere, where bodies are
gendered, classed, and racialized.
Lydia R. Otero
University ofArizona

Becoming Western: Stories of Culture and Identity in the Cowboy State. By
Liza J. Nicholas. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2006. xviii + 214 pp.
Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8°32-335°-8.)
In these five essays, Liza J. Nicholas examines the question of Wyoming's
self-image. She concludes that the Wyoming self-image was invented-and
not by Wyomingites. The premise is intriguing and her writing is persuasive,
but the book cannot avoid stereotyping, always problematic when dealing
with self-images. Sound in research, the author occasionally mischaracterizes
incidents that might have helped her arguments. At other times, a deeper
reading would have upset the analysis. For example Nicholas writes ofWyoming in the 1890S, "The state was sparsely settled, with little or no industry,
mining or labor presence to influence its core narrative" (p. 2). Actually, as
many Wyomingites were coal miners and railroaders as cowboys at that time.
The mischaracterization illustrates that the myth continues to trap even
analyzers of that myth.
The first essay features Jack Flagg, a participant/chronicler of the Johnson
County Invasion, who held decidedly populist views. Nicholas argues that
Wyomingites repudiated such views, adopting romanticized self-images and
increasingly identifying themselves as antiprogressive, rugged individualists. This example shows how self-image becomes a difficult concept to argue. Wyoming's history does not support such a one-dimensional stereotype.
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If it is solely about "rugged individualism" and "anti-government," what
accounts for New Deal trust-buster and Laramie native Thurman Arnold or
an unbroken succession of Democratic (big government) senators from 1918
to 1976? Why did the state constitution enshrine women's suffrage, but also
declare all water in Wyoming to be state property? Additionally, no out-ofstate force-not even Frederic Remington or Owen Wister-had as much
influence over Wyoming's economy, politics, and history as the Union Pacific Railroad.
Two essays develop the theme of how easterners invented Wyoming's
public image and how Wyomingites obligingly did not object, but became
"imitations of themselves" (p. 97). In a refreshing change from similar analyses, the author does not examine William F. Cody's role in this effort. Instead, she tells the story of his statue and its sculptor, heiress Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney.
In the final chapter, the author discusses how self-image influenced the
senatorial election of 1976 in which rancher Malcolm Wallop defeated incumbent Gale McGee. Did McGee lose to Wallop because Wallop used
Wyoming's self-image so skillfully as the author suggests? The campaign
was more complex than the "cowboy image" versus "Washington insider."
The author does not consider how McGee lost touch with his constituency
by 1976. Even in his own party, he lost support because he unflinchingly
backed the Vietnam War. Incumbents losing touch was not new-regardless of Wallop's innovative use of toilet seats on horses in his campaign ads.
McGee had won in a stunning electoral upset in 1958 against a conservative
Republican incumbent. Curiously, Wallop nearly met the same fate in 1982,
eking out a 1,lOo-vote win, which encouraged "retirement" six years later.
The author's primary argument is unconvincing. The fault is not the
author's, who demonstrates a keen eye for detail and a storyteller's gift in
communicating. Arguing self-image of an entire state is a crude attempt at
stereotyping in a world-and a state-with much more complex traditions,
history, culture, and economy. Nonetheless, the book highlights fascinating vignettes from Wyoming's complicated history, ably told by a skilled
historian.
Phil Roberts
University of Wyoming
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Ballots and Bullets: The Bloody County Seat Wars of Kansas. By Robert K.
DeArment, foreword by Richard Maxwell Brown. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2006. xiii + 266 pp. 21 halftones, map, notes, bibliography,

index. $29'95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-3784-1.)
Most of us think of Old West history as being a struggle against Indians,
rustlers, gamblers, or two men meeting in the middle of the street at high
noon, settling their differences with gunpowder. Prolific, nationally recognized author Robert K. DeArment points out that while much of this was
true, some of the deadlier and more controversial scraps have historically
gone practically unnoticed. To prove his point, DeArment focuses not on
cattle rustlers or even lawmen, but on voting issues: citizens sometimes argued, fought, and died over controversies as simple and as complex as the
selection of a county seat. County seat disputes in the Old West oftentimes
became more or less an excuse to commence shooting.
Interestingly, DeArment opens his portrayals by discussing a nonlethal
county seat battle. Although controversy echoed through the streets, armed
men took up positions on rooftops and open windows, and threats ricocheted back and forth, no one died. In spite of some wild and scary arguments, accusations, and threats, loaded guns remained holstered. Obviously,
this was the author's way of setting the reader up for the heavy gun smoke to
follow. DeArment records a collection of incredible, fascinating disputes
and shootouts.
Take Grant County, Kansas, for instance: a local newspaper reporting
bitter rivalries between neighboring but feuding towns, each community
determined to become the county seat regardless of cost in life. So the blood
flowed and men died, but how the issue resolved itself, well, I'll leave that to
the reader.
The Gray County (Kans.) Echo described all kinds of armed troublemakers being imported from the neutral strip (a vague area between Texas
and Louisiana), paid a dollar a day, and furnished room and board. One of
these groups evolved into a bunch of toughs called the Ingalls Gang, which
was expected to take over the polls and run the election in a way that best
suited them. The outcome is as startling and fascinating as it was controversial and decisive. Legendary gunmen such as William Matthew "Bill"
Tilghman and William Barclay "Bat" Masterson put in appearances.
Masterson's brother Jim helped besiege the Cimarron County Courthouse,
an event as startling as it was bloody.
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Then there was the Stevens County conflict. More than three hundred
armed men shot it out, although not in the street. The scuffle evolved into
the Hay Meadow Massacre during which a dozen or so gunmen died. This
account describes one of the bloodiest episodes in western history, an event
prompting this reviewer at least to wonder why there previously has been so
little written about it.
DeArment is a master of this kind of storytelling. He has a remarkable
background of solid, award-winning histories to prove it. While he tosses
out few well-known names associated with these county seat wars, he does
make the reader realize that there was much more to the Wild West than
Indians, Billy the Kid, John Wesley Hardin, Wild -Bill Hickok, and George
Armstrong Custer. Bullets and Ballots is not only a great read; it is a one-ofa-kind, off-the-beaten-track historylbiography written by an author offering
new and exciting trails in western gunsmoke and literature. I suspect the
trail's end is nowhere in sight.
Leon Metz
El Paso, Texas

Making Space on the Western Frontier: Monnons, Miners, and Southern Paiutes.
By W. Paul Reeve. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006. x + 231 pp. Maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-252-03126-7.)
In this new study, University of Utah assistant professor W. Paul Reeve
compares and contrasts the utilization of desert lands along the Utah and
Nevada border by the indigenous Paiutes, Mormon settlers, and silver miners in the Pioche region. Reeve's analysis is more than just another study of
how the West was won or lost. The clash of cultures that resulted from each
group's desire to retain or obtain sole use of the land is the central theme of
the study. While conflict over land is hardly a new argument in western
history, Reeve's analysis of how each of these groups perceived the land and
its potential based on their own world~iews driven by their respective religious and economic paradigms is particularly well conceived.
The Paiutes wanted to preserve their traditional relationship to the land
that they believed the Creator had especially placed them upon. Mormon
pioneers believed that the Lord had led them to the land of Zion in the
mountains and deserts of the Great Basin and had ordained it as their land
of inheritance. With laissez-faire economics and Gilded Age mentality,
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miners and speculators were not to be denied control ofpotential new wealth.
"These three disparate communities ... quickly found themselves in competition over the area's natural resources ... which ... proved difficult for
all and deadly for some" (p. I).
Reeve tells a lively tale as the impressive mining district was discovered
and attracted attention and intervention from the highest levels down to the
easily ignored claims by Southern Paiutes. At Nevada's urging, Congress
gerrymandered state boundaries to shore up Nevada's sagging mining
economy. Mining magnate George Hearst did his mining in the courtroom.
Mormon interests and control of much of the West were being challenged
on the national level by antagonistic congressman James Ashley, who was
trying to erase Utah from the map by extending boundaries of neighboring
states and territories. Erastus Snow, with Brigham Young's approval, dedicated the region for Mormon grazing and settlement. The rich strike continues the story with boomtowns, murders, vigilante hangings, conflicting
mining claims, and a corrupt Indian agent. All converge to create a new
take on a common western theme.
As Reeve explains, "While ethnographers, anthropologists, historians, and
cultural geographers tend to separate the group of people they study, this
work attempts to ... find meaning at the points where their lives intersected" (p. 2). Well written and impressively researched, Making Space on
the Western Frontier is recommended as an excellent study in microcosm of
the forces that shaped western history in the post-Civil War era. Historians
and students alike will benefit from this excellent monograph.
John D. Barton
Utah State University-Uintah Basin

The Emergence ofMexican America: Recovering Stories ofMexican Peoplehood
in U.S. Culture. By John-Michael Rivera. (New York: New York University
Press, 2006. viii + 211 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $65.00
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8147-7557-8, $20.00 paper, ISBN 978-0-8147-7558-5.)
In The Emergence of Mexican America, John-Michael Rivera argues that
ethnic Mexicans' cultural productions are vital for the construction and
maintenance of this group's place in the United States. Although ultimately
a work of literary criticism, Rivera is informed by history and his study unfolds in chronological order. Rivera uses German philosopher Jiirgen
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Habermas's theory of the "public sphere" -a zone between the law-making
powers of the state and everyday people's pursuit of happiness-to frame his
argument.
Once he establishes his framework, Rivera goes on to discuss the work of
various representative ethnic Mexican writers whose work attempted to
"imagine political peoplehood in the U.S. public spheres" (p. 20). First
among these was Lorenzo de Zavala, whose book Journey to the United
States (1834) attempted to write Mexicans into the American national script.
According to Rivera, in the process ofwriting and publishing his book, Zavala
was constructing a notion of Mexican, then Texan, peoplehood that exposed his own "contradictory colonial social imaginary" (p. 29)'
The rest of Rivera's subjects are less contradictory, yet not without problems of their own. These include Marfa Amparo Ruiz de Burton's The Squatter and the Don (1885), a fictional work that forged Mexican peoplehood
and ensured that the decline of the Californios was not overlooked. This
work and her other books challenged the dominant society's view of ethnic
Mexicans following the American conquest. Rivera also reads the writings
of Miguel Antonio Otero, the New Mexican governor whose view of Billy
the Kid defied not only official depictions of this social bandit, but also
the history of Hispano struggles to keep their property. Otero's autobiography and histories offered the elite New Mexican perspective on their loss
of land.
Rivera concludes his study by examining the work of twentieth~century
folklorist and writer Americo Paredes. Perhaps best known for his study of
Gregorio Cortez, whose reputation as an outlaw was perpetrated by law
enforcement authorities, Paredes also wrote fiction that imagined a peoplehood that placed Mexican ethnicity at its center and defied both Anglo and
Mexican American constructs.
The Emergence ofMexican America provides a window into the ideological and literary underpinnings of ethnic Mexican peoplehood in the United
States. The book's research base is impressive, and Rivera's reading of his
sources is sophisticated, nuanced, and informed by the latest scholarship in
ethnic, literary, sociological, and historical studies. At the book's core, however, is a troubling, almost essentialist notion of peoplehood. Although Rivera
presents us with representative subjects from different regions and eras, he
seems to cling to a monolithic, all-encompassing sense of Mexican ethnicity
that transcends periods, geographies, classes, and genders. However, this
minor flaw can serve to instruct those engaged in doing Chicano/a, and
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other ethnic studies projects, to problematize the categories we sometimes
take for granted.
Ernesto Chavez
University of Texas at El Paso

Crossing the Rio Grande: An Immigrant's Life in the 1880s. By Luis G. Gomez.
Translated with commentary by Guadalupe Valdez Jr., introduction by Thomas
H. Kreneck. Edited by Guadalupe Valdez Jr. and Thomas H. Kreneck. Gulf
Coast Studies Series. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2006. xii +
106 pp. Halftones, map, notes, index. $23.00 cloth, ISBN 978-1-58544-54-1.)
In several respects, this book is a charming diary of a Mexican immigrant
who migrated into southeast Texas in 1884 at age nineteen and carved out
careers in the vicinity of Houston and Galveston. As much as this relatively
brief memoir is touted as filling in a gap in our knowledge of the Mexican
immigrant experience during the 1880s, Gomez was not your ordinary migrant campesino. He had graduated from a colegio, having studied math,
engineering, and bookkeeping, and was also a barber. He resorted to these
skills as needed.
Gomez married Brfgida Cano in 1892. Their eight surviving children all
graduated from high school, and two completed college. Guadalupe Valdez
Jr. was G6mez's first grandson. Gomez, who taught himself English, certainly stood out from ordinary Mexican migrants. In fact his principal occupation here, working with Eleodoro Tamez, was a labor contractor, hiring
as many as fifty men to split logs, build fences, and quarry stone. He seemed
genuinely able to interact with Anglos with little ethnic friction, reminiscent ofAnglo-Mexican relations during the early period preceding the large
influx of Americans who followed the railroads into South Texas.
Gomez acknowledges that his account may sound like tall tales: "However, as a faithful, sincere man, I assure you that all of the incidents portrayed were actual happenings" (p. 21). Perhaps, but when he prepared this
edition, Valdez was himself elderly, and Kreneck, an archivist, ought to have
subjected this work to closer scrutiny. A central event was Gomez's encounters and lengthy exchange of life stories with the Staffords, a young couple.
She was a nurse and he a wealthy railroad investor, but the editors acknowledge that no such couple was ever located (p. 100 n. 4)' Moreover, Gomez
recollects in meticulous detail the eighteen items used, including their cost,
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for an opiparo almuerzo (splendid lunch) for a prewedding celebration that
he and his friends agreed to make (p. 65). Without copious notes, no one
could recollect detailed conversations or the specifics of a lunch that occurred forty-five years earlier. Valdez admits that his grandfather's primary
aim was "to entertain" the reader (p. 100 n. 5).
We do get some insights into the kinds of jobs Mexicans did and their
relations with Anglos~or at least the relations between Anglos and educated Mexicans. On the other hand, time .periods are collapsed; extended
conversations and storytelling take place although Gomez was just learning
English and the "Staffords" knew a limited amount of or no Spanish at all.
Most of all, perhaps, Gomez related Anita Stafford's account of how she
met and cared for her injured future husband, whom she then wed in Feb~
mary 1889. In that pre-1889 account, Stafford had x-rays done several times,
yet x-rays were not discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen until 1895.
Still, read carefully, Crossing the Rio Grande could be of some value for
understanding that period.
Elliott R. Barkan
California State University, San Bernardino

Tex[ t ]-Mex: Seductive Hallucinations of the "Mexican" in America. By William Anthony Nericcio. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2007. 248 pp. 26
duotones, 150 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 9780-292-71456-4, $22'95 paper,

ISBN

978-0-292-71457-1.)

If The Birth of a Nation (1915) functions as the Rosetta Stone for understanding American cultural representations of African Americans, where are
similar texts for people of Mexican origin? William Anthony Nericcio convincingly proffers a series of representations, from Orson Wells's Touch of Evil
(1958) to Speedy Gonzalez, as locations where images of "Mexicans" have
been produced. Using pastiche and an immediate writing style reminiscent
of internet blogs, Nericcio' analyzes these representations he terms "Tex[t]Mex" to denote their function in American culture. He sets out to "sift through
some telling historical artifacts (visual and linguistic, words and images) so as
to understand the series of events (historical and aesthetic) that rendered our
contemporary 'Mexican' and Latino hallucinations meaningful" (p. 24). In
the process, he takes cultural critics and academics to task for either reproducing stereotypes or ignoring their social context and impact.
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Nericcio weaves autobiography into his analysis to lay bare the lens
through which he is reading these cultural artifacts. By including memories
of his own direct contact with popular culture and indirect byproducts in
the comments of teachers and colleagues, he reveals the insidious way
American culture normalizes these dysfunctional representations. Nericcio
uses the metaphor of an autopsy to describe the process of deconstructing
these representations to identify their source and evolution. His use of autopsy emphasizes the way these films and images take on a life of their own,
often radically departing beyond what the producer intended.
Nericcio's multivariate analysis of the Hollywood drama Touch of Evil
exemplifies the development of one such Tex[t]-Mex. The film, directed by
Orson Wells and starring Wells, Charlton Heston, and Janet Leigh, takes
place in a generic border town and has Heston playing a Mexican detective.
Wells portrays a sadistic rogue American cop, bent on avenging the death of
his daughter by a Mexican. Nericcio not only deconstructs individual characters and their ethnic connotations, but also film critics and reviewers who
failed to recognize the relation of the film to race and u.s. imperialism.
While the film contains numerous examples of stereotyping, Nericcio recognizes how Wells anticipated the impact of the film.
Other chapters explore the interplay between popular culture and perceptions of Mexicans by analyzing such icons as Rita Hayworth and Speedy
Gonzalez. As in his look at Touch ofEvil, Nericcio continues to dissect the
images and cultural producers and critics who engage them. He uses these
representations to explore the dynamics of ethnic and gender formation in
American culture. Hayworth's transformation from Margarita Carmen
Cansino is traced via changes in her name, hair style, and movie rolls. With
Speedy Gonzalez, Nericcio details th~ rodent's Veracruz-style outfit and
links it to American imperialism.
The book ends on a hopeful note by putting forward a few examples of
positive Tex[t]-Mexes. Nericcio posits the graphic novels of Gilbert
Hernandez as representative of a new, forward-looking engagement with
American and Latin American culture. The book will strike a chord with
students of ethnic studies, Latino/a and Chicana/o studies, and film studies.
Raul A. Ramos
University

of Houston
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Landscapes ofFraud: Mission Tumacacori, the Baca Float, and the Betrayal of
the O'odham. By Thomas E. Sheridan. Environmental History of the Borderlands series. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2006. xi + 303 pp. Halftones, maps, glossary, references, notes, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-81652513-3, $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8165-2749-6.)
In Landscapes of Fraud, Thomas E. Sheridan tells a story that could be
told in many places in the Southwest, and indeed the world: the alienation
of indigenous people from their land through imperialist schemes and economic forces. What makes his book unique is the vast detail his research
uncovers, using the tortured history of one plot of land to tell the larger
history of the Southwest Borderlands. The land in question, called the Baca
Float, underlies the traditional lands of the O'odham Indians in the upper
Santa Cruz Valley of southern Arizona. This was the location of Mission
Tumacacori, established in 1691 by the Spanish. The community that resulted and the fate of its lands serve as the focus of the book.
For Sheridan the advent of capitalism in the early nineteenth century
signifies the arrival of the serpent in paradise. While he catalogs the earlier
dangers that faced the 0'odhams, such as European diseases, he perceives
capitalism as far more insidious. He argues that missionization, for all of its
problems, allowed the 0'odhams to selectively adapt aspects of Spanish society, such as horses and wheat, while staying rooted in their traditional
homeland. Subsequent lawyers and land speculators are the villains of this
story, as well as anyone who accumulated land and wealth without laboring
for it. Leisure, however, triumphed over labor. The O'odhams and later
agricultural settlers were displaced, dude ranches rose in their place, and
now retiree communities dot the rapidly developing valley as metropolitan
Tucson edges ever closer.
The tortured legal and ownership history of the Baca Float, which began
as compensation for Mexican landowners who lost land in Colorado, dominates the book. While Sheridan capably recounts this history, it is so complex that readers may find it all a bit confusing. The Baca Float may well be
the most litigated and, until recently, least profitable land parcel in the
nation. The term float is appropriate, for the land parcel floated, at one
point moving well to the northeast of its original location. While Sheridan
maintains his tight focus on the Baca Float, the 0'odhams themselves recede from the story. Once alienated from their land, they largely disappear
from the book. This evanescence is unfortunate, for all the complex legal
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decisions and land transactions of the Mexican and U.S. eras are linked by
one sad commonality: again and again, the 0' odhams, the original inhabitants of the valley and Mission Tumacacori, were not even considered an
issue as their land was inexorably wrested from them.
That criticism aside, this book is deeply thought out and densely researched. Through the history of one tract of land, it tells the entire history
of the Borderlands. Scholars interested in Borderlands, environmental, and
Native American history will find it fascinating. Other readers may find it
enlightening as well, for it illuminates a long and unbroken history directly
connecting the suburban sprawl and real estate speculation of the contemporary Southwest with hundreds of years of regional historical experience.
Lawrence Culver
Utah State University

Lynching in the West, 1850-1935. By Ken Gonzales-Day. (Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press, 2006. xii + 299 pp. 16 duotones, 36 halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. h9.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-3781-2, $22·95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-3794-2.)
Most scholarship on lynching has focused on the tremendous incidences
of violence that swept the South in the decades following Reconstruction,
when, as a means to restore white supremacy, white mobs tortured and
lynched over three thousand Mrican Americans. In Lynching in the West,
artist Ken Gonzales-Day, following the work of historians William Carrigan
and Clive Webb, challenges this regional and temporal myopia to uncover
the history of lynching in the American West. Focusing on California, he
shows that not only blacks, but 132 Latinos, 41 Native Americans, 29 Chinese, and more than 100 Anglo Americans became the victims of vigilante
mobs from the beginnings of statehood in 1850 to the mid-1930s. He demonstrates that lynching served as a form of communal vengeance against
crime, but one inseparable from white supremacy, as Anglo Americans
lynched primarily to quell fears about immigration and racial-mixing and
to maintain their racial hegemony.
This history, Gonzales-Day claims, has been erased from public memory
because historians and the antilynching movement of the early twentieth
century were so fixated on the "false binary of race" that perceived lynching
only in terms of white mobs and black victims (p. 13)' This charge against
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the antilynching movement feels a bit reductive, as it takes into account
neither the sheer numbers involved nor the larger social and political structures that shaped that movement. More credible is his claim that scholars
and the public alike have not seen lynching in the West as a racist form of
terror, and, in fact, have too easily excused it as an inevitable byproduct of
frontier history and national expansion. In this way, Gonzales-Day not only
contributes to a wider comprehension of lynching's history, but echoes the
revision of western history started by historians like Patricia Limerick and
Richard White.
As an artist, Gonzales-Day reads this history through often-inspired analyses of visual materials; the book also contains some of his own evocative
photographs of the spaces and landscapes he discusses. It includes a worthwhile consideration of the roles that legal executions, physiognomy, and
popular images of Mexicans played in the racial terror that Anglos exacted
in the West. Lynching in the West, however, is an unorthodox history that
will undoubtedly frustrate many historians. In fact, though it claims to be a
work of history, it reads more like a work of cultural criticism. Many of its
historical claims are thinly substantiated, and the author frequently relies
unduly on an indiscriminate use of visual, poststructuralist, psychoanalytic,
and critical race theory. He also does not pay much attention to change
over time, although his study spans almost a full century. More frustrating
still, his arguments, although often insightful, are marred by disorganization and repetition throughout.
Historians will, however, find his appendixes quite useful. In them he
catalogues all the lynchings and executions that took place in California
during the period of study. Indeed, throughout Lynching in the West,
Gonzales-Day has laid bare a wealth of material that cries out for more
sustained historical analysis.
Amy Louise Wood
Illinois State University

Haunted by Empire: Geographies ofIntimacy in North American History.
Edited by Ann Laura Stoler. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2006.
xvii + 544 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $99.95 cloth, ISBN 978-

0-822 3-3737-9, $26,95 paper,

ISBN

978-0-8223-3724-9.)

This provocative volume of nineteen essays emerged as a response to
Ann Laura Stoler's collegial challenge to scholars of North America to
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engage in comparative studies of colonialism, enter into dialogue with postcolonial literature, and focus on the domain of the intimate as a site for the
production of colonial power relations. Stoler's own impressive and wellknown body of work has analyzed the politics of race, sex, and affect in
colonial Southeast Asia. The thrust of her work is that the domain of the
intimate is not merely colonialism's "microcosm," but rather its "marrow"
(p. 3). This contention forms the premise of Haunted by Empire.
The volume's case studies of the intimate domains of American empire raise a critical set of questions: Was and is the United States an empire? If so, what were its chronological and geographical contours? In
Haunted by Empire, US. imperialism takes on sprawling dimensions: from
slave management in eighteenth-century Louisiana to US. transnational
adoption in the twenty-first century. This broad usage renders empire more
metaphorical than analytical. As Emily Rosenberg asks in her essay on
US. financial advisers in early twentieth-century Latin America, how do
we delineate among influence, hegemony, imperialism, internationalism,
and modernization (p. 412)? Although the volume does not resolve these
questions, the conversation about the reaches of U.S. global power is a
worthyone.
If empire is meant to provide one of the volume's conceptual hooks,
intimacy is meant to provide the other. Here, again, the authors do not
arrive at consensus, and they variably define intimacy as sexual relations,
hygiene, domesticity, labor, physical violence, bodily practice, and spatial
proximity. In this light, does intimacy stand in as a catch-all for the finegrained nature of human interactions? Daily life? Micropolitics? Is intimacya matter ofanalytical scope, a privileging of the microhistorical? Rather
than a clear conceptualization of the intimate, a generalized methodology,
reminiscent of the hybrid field of historical anthropology (combining history in the ethnographic vein with a postcolonial focus on narrative and
language), provides much of the glue for the volume. Indeed, some of the
authors voice their discomfort with intimacy as an analytical category. In
his essay on the regulation of prostitution during the Philippine-American
War, Paul A. Kramer prefers instead to focus on the intersections between
gender and empire. On a similar note, in her essay on U.S. "internal colonialism" and gender, Linda Gordon remarks that a focus on intimacy eclipses
explicit gender analysis in many of the volume's essays.
Despite these pitfalls, this book provides great fodder for an ongoing conversation about the meaning of US. empire (including US.-Latin America
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relations), as well as clear evidence of the indissoluble relationship between
the public and the private in the making of colonialism.
Yanna P. Yannakakis
Montana State University

Identity Politics ofthe Captivity Narrative after 1848. By Andrea Tinnemeyer.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2006. xxii + 157 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $39-95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8°32-44°0-9, $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-08°32-2067-6.)
The title of this book is misleading. It implies that within this text, author
Andrea Tinnemeyer examines identity politics only through the lens of captivity narratives_ Only the first of the book's five chapters directly resources
captivity narratives to analyze the politics of identity. Further chapters address identity politics through dime novels, song lyrics, and Bret Harte's
novel, Gabriel Conroy (1876). The identity politics addressed include issues
of race, ethnicity, and gender; how these are constructed in the various source
materials; and how these issues relate to the larger political and socioeconomic goals of the United States during the mid-nineteenth century.
Particularly, the book addresses identity issues along the U.S.-Mexico
border at the time of the U.S.-Mexico War and the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo in 1848. Tinnemeyer argues successfully that contemporary public
sources and materials subsequently written construct racial, ethnic, and
gender identity in terms that further the goals of Manifest Destiny and the
socioeconomic standards of the mid-nineteenth century in the United States.
Scholars who have examined early American captivity narratives claim that
these works serve multiple purposes, such as demonizing American Indians
in order to validate the violent appropriation of their property and providing
an acceptable voice for women who otherwise had little agency within their
communities. Tinnemeyer claims that the border captivity narratives of 1848
and beyond complicated these early motives, when the mid-nineteenthcentury captives were often Mexican women captured by Indians of the
Southwest, or forced into domestic captivity by marriage to Mexican men.
The rescue of these women by white American soldiers represents, accord~
ing to Tinnemeyer, a way of"whitening" these brown women, making them
into acceptable citizens of the United States. She concludes that the marriages ofthese brown women to their rescuers is a metaphor for the peaceful
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incorporation of Mexican territory, which the women represent, into the
larger body of the United States both territorially and in the sociopolitical
sense. These conclusions and further discussions of gender switching are
elaborated in the chapters that draw upon sources other than border captivity narratives.
The book seems to have been Tinnemeyer's doctoral dissertation and as
such, is certainly acceptable; however, it should have gone through at least
one more revision before publication as a book. Problems of clarity occur
where Tinnemeyer sets up a premise but does not adequately follow through
to a valid conclusion. She also makes statements that her own words or
outside sources inadequately support. It seems generally unfocused. She
would have done better to have written only on captivity narratives, as the
title suggests, and elaborated upon that resource more completely.
Franci Washburn
University of Arizona

Massacre at Camp Grant: Forgetting and Remembering Apache History. By
Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2007.
xii + 159 pp. Halftones, tables, maps, glossary, notes, bibliography, index.
$40.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2584-3, $17·95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8165-2585-0.)
This book has two interrelated goals: to present the stories of the Camp
Grant massacre; and to call for a historically informed anthropology, where
practitioners and tribal members work in partnership to give voice to unwritten pasts and the shared experiences and responsibilities of colonialism.
Massacre at Camp Grant opens with a spare description of the events of 30
April 1871 at Camp Grant, along Aravaipa Creek, northeast of Tucson. The
Western Apache, and the Mexican American, European American, and
Tohono 0'odham participants generally agree on this briefsketch of events.
In the rest of the book, Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh uses ethnography and
historiography to explore the politics of memory that surround this historic
day when between 30 and 195 Western Apaches were murdered and between 11 and 35 of their children were captured. The court's assessment that
the massacre was just retaliation for the real or imagined raids of Camp
Grant Apaches on settlers meant that the 100 indicted men (from the original pool of between 100 and 154 attackers) were acquitted of 108 counts of
murder. Thus, the Camp Grant massacre was relegated to the closed book
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of the past. Its aftermath, the formation of the San Carlos Reservation, is
now another line in the chronicle of U.S. government dealings with Native
peoples. If this juncture of American colonial history is known at all today,
it is based on descriptions in history books, newspaper and journal articles,
websites, and romanticized novels. The authors' paradigms change, but the
central facts of that day have never been critically reevaluated.
In five chapters, Colwell-Chanthaphonh considers how the moments
when individual actions engage structures of power become sharply focused
through the documentation of violent conflict. The introductory chapter
presents the multivocal methodof analysis, in which memories and written
documents are given equal consideration in the reconstruction of the past.
Chapters 2 and 3 tell the story of the Camp Grant massacre, first in the
words of the survivors and their descendants, and then in the words that
have formed the collective history of the event with quotes from the attackers
as written in newspapers, agency records, court documents, ethnographers'
notes, and secondary sources. These voices from the past are interwoven into
the presentation, showing the passions and perceptions of those involved.
Chapter 4 proves the need for the comparative analysis that is the basis of
the multivocal method. By showcasing the variable accounting of victims
and attackers described above, the author demonstrates obvious places of
divergence in the written history of the Camp Grant massacre and considers the politics behind the creation of historical "facts." The book never
promises relativism or neutrality. In closing Colwell-Chanthaphonh makes
a case for a restorative justice, in which the causes and consequences of this
violent past are acknowledged in present dialogues with tribal members..
The poignant message of this work is that with words come the power to
victimize and the power to redress past wrongs.
Sarah Herr
Tucson, Arizona

Making Indian Law: The Hualapai Land Case and the Birth ofEthnohistory.
By Christian W. McMillen. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2007.
xx + 284 pp. Maps, notes, index. $38.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-3001-1460-7.)
Christian W. McMillen's book is essential reading for everyone interested in the rise of modern ethnohistory or modern developments in jurisprudence regarding Native rights and land claims. The book provides the
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reader with a blow-by-blow description of the story behind and the consequences of a landmark US. Supreme Court case, United States v. Santa Fe
PaCific Railroad Company (1941). This decision has become an international
legal precedent regarding the land claims of indigenous peoples.
The writer introduces the Hualapais and explains how this Arizona tribe
living on the edge ofthe Grand Canyon came into conflict with the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. He shows how government officials, entrusted with the defense of the Hualapais' reservation lands, were all too
willing to side with the railroad. McMillen emphasizes the role played in
this struggle by Fred Mahone, the Hualapai product of a government Indian school and veteran of World War I. Mahone's efforts to document his
people's right to the land, according to McMillen, would not only help his
people win their case but also set the precedent for ethnohistory as evidence
in land claims.
Early- and mid-twentieth-century Arizona and New Mexico politicians,
judges, and lawyers take center stage in this struggle. New Mexico's Herbert
Hagerman tried to broker a deal that would favor the railroad. Arizona's
John Gung'l tried to sabotage the case of his own clients, the Hualapais.
New Mexico's Richard Hanna struggled valiantly to help the Hualapais protect their land, facing intransigent courts and opposition from within the
US. Department of Justice itself. They were joined by national figures like
Senator Carl Hayden (firmly on the side of the railroad), John Collier (the
reforming commissioner of Indian Affairs), Supreme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter, Felix Cohen (the man who would win United States v. Santa
Fe Pacific Railroad Company), and many others including famous anthropologists and historians who wrote on the Indians of the Southwest. These
are but a few of the non-Indian names that crowd this detailed account of
one of the most complicated and contentious cases in the history of Indian
law. The book is also filled with the names ofIndians, especially Hualapais,
and recounts their contributions to the struggle.
Perhaps no historical topic is more complicated than that of US. Indian
policy. Students plunging into this study soon find themselves entangled in
a seemingly endless, confusing, and self-contradictory web of treaties, agreements, policy statements, laws, and court decisions. Perhaps most frustrating of all for the novice is a prevalent dichotomy between the apparent
intent of the official documents and the actual practices. McMillen's book
well reflects these realities but is able to simplify them. He homes in on the
conflict of interest that existed in the Department of Justice as it both de-
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fended the government from Indian claims and protected Indians from the
claims of third parties, often arguing diametrically opposing legal principles.
In short this book is a must have for avid students of the Southwest, Indians, Indian law, and U.S. Indian policy.
William A. Sumruld
College of the Southwest

Edward P. Dozier: The Paradox of the American Indian Anthropologist. By
Marilyn Norcini, foreword by Peter M. Whiteley. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2007. xxii + 178 pp. 10 halftones, map, appendixes, references,
index. $45.00 cloth,

ISBN

978-0-8165-1790-9.)

Overall, this book is useful literature and worthy of recommendation for
anthropology majors. It provides insights into the academic complexities,
research reasoning, and cultural solutions that face a Native person conducting fieldwork among Native peoples. The protective attitudes, nontrust
behaviors, criticisms, and peer pressure of the study group are very real. The
perception is that Native researchers studying within Native communities
have advantages, but in reality, they may not. That good point is in the text
more than once. Perhaps those professionals who have limited or no affiliation with Native peoples do not realize the scope of Dozier's level of work.
This book offers welcome information (including map and photographs)
provided by the generous effort of the author, Marilyn Norcini. Norcini's
work will appeal to those readers who want an honest and unique perspective of the challenges facing Indians in education, then and now.
Empirical knowledge of the experiences and acceptance of an Indian
anthropologist allows me to acclaim the educational validity of this book.
Although academic gestures of receiving Indians as professionals are somewhat improved, the Indian as anthropologist still remains a paradox. As
Norcini explains, Dozier's "field experiences created for him a special professional and personal identity that blended two contradictory identities into
that of an American Indian scholar" (p. 73)'
Edward P. Dozier reveals a representation of the not-so-long-ago societal
and academic demeanor and thinking, one that needs to be talked about
more often. Too many times, human studies at large leave students with the
impression that European hegemony in ethnic studies is steadfast and, at times,
even impenetrable in anthropology. The text raises awareness of academic
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politics, past and present. The work is a genuine account of an American
Indian contributor's academic fate that is long overdue. Beginning with the
sad event of Dozier's death, the tone of the book is set to share the stages of
his life. It raises curiosity and is an excellent and refreshing way to glean
information about Dozier's life as an anthropologist. Important insights are
brought out in a scholarly fashion of the eras in curricula development in
anthropology. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. What an enlightened study
for interested readers.
Robert L. Fields
University of Oklahoma

Indian War Veterans: Memories of Army Life and Campaigns in the West,

1864-1898. By Jerome A. Greene. (EI Dorado Hills, Calif.: Savas Beatie, 2007.
xlii + 387 pp. 12 duotones, 42 halftones, maps, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth,
ISBN 978-1-932714-26-5.)
Over the years, scores of accounts of military life in the West during the
Indian Wars have been published. In addition to contemporary diaries and
journals, lengthy narratives by the likes of Gen. Nelson A. Miles, Dr. William Henry Corbusier, Gen. George Armstrong Custer, and Gen. Charles
King detail personal experiences, mostly of officers. Many officers' wives
also later recorded their lives on the Plains. But with the exception of Ami
Frank Mulford, First Sgt. John Ryan, and Augustus Meyers, few enlisted
men prepared their accounts for publication. However, one vehicle in which
they could publish their experiences was a generally unknown veteran's
publication, Winners of the West.
In Indian War Veterans, historian Jerome A. Greene presents the reader
with an excellent selection of accounts penned by the old soldiers, the enlisted men of the frontier army. In his introduction, Greene discusses various veteran organizations, some composed of former officers that reflected
fraternal aspects; others, such as the Grand Army of the Republic (for Civil
War veterans), organized along the lines of member well-being. Similar
organizations for Spanish-American War and Philippine Insurrection veteransalso came into being.
At the time, disabled Indian War soldiers who served in certain periods
could qualify for government pensions. For the soldier participants in Indian warfare between 1860 and 1891, there was no pension legislation.
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Founded in 1909, the National Indian War Veterans (NIWV) organization
came to the rescue. Through the efforts of this group and others, legislation
for Indian War veteran and widow pensions was finally passed.
During the 1920S, the NIWV began a monthly magazine titled Winners

ofthe West. Although it centered on legislation and organization activities,
Winners became an outlet for members to write about historical events from
their service. During its years of existence, Winners published hundreds of
recollections, varying in length and detail, by aging participants who looked
back on their frontier service.
The bulk of the book is divided into two main sections: "Army Life in the
West," and "Battles and Campaigns." In the first section, Greene selected
twenty-four accounts that together provide the reader with a rich view of
enlisted life in the frontier army. In the "Battles and Campaigns" section,
veteran narratives are subdivided geographically, beginning with the
Bozeman Trail War, and presented in chronological order for each area. All
told Greene selected one hundred memoirs that offer insights into the regular
soldier's experience in harm's way.
The book contains a color section illustrating Indian War campaign
medals, veteran organization badges and medals, convention badges, and
other membership paraphernalia. Other photos throughout the book show
the Indian War soldier in garrison and the field, and views of the old soldiers
at United Indian War Veterans and NIWV conventions and meetings.
Both the Indian War enthusiast and historian will find much of interest
in Greene's latest publication. It is an interesting collection of veteran tales
that adds to our understanding and appreciation of the men of the army in
the West.
Thomas R Buecker
Fort Robinson Museum
Crawford, Nebraska

Civil War to the Bloody End: The Life and Times of Maior General Samuel
P. Heintzelman. By Jerry Thompson. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2006. xv + 443 pp. 21 halftones, line drawings, maps, notes,bibliography, index: $35.00 cloth, ISBN 978-1-58544-535-6.)
No matter how long a soldier had been in the military either before or
after the Civil War, the time he spent fighting the conflict ultimately defined
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him. Such is the case for Samuel Peter "Sourdough" Heintzelman, who, by
the time the Civil War broke out, had already served in the military thirtyfive years. His brief time as a combat commander in the Civil War will
always taint his military career.
Of Pennsylvania German stock, "Sourdough," as he came to be known,
was among the most interesting military figures of the nineteenth century,
largely because he spent over four decades in the military during America's
most defining moments yet failed to distinguish himself as a first-rate commander. In Civil War to the Bloody End, Jerry Thompson paints a painfully
conscientious portrait of a commander who possessed tremendous energy
but lacked tact, diplomacy, and insight. Heintzelman was a tough disciplinarian and had an exacting manner, but when he needed it most, he lacked
initiative and vision to bring about the kind of battlefield success his peers
expected of him. As Thompson illustrates, Heintzelman was good in combat when commanding a few men, but lacked the ability to see the larger
picture; consequently, he failed at commanding large numbers of troops
partly because he tended to magnify the obstacles in his front.
Heintzelman's life provides an excellent window into understanding nineteenth-century military history. He attended the United States Military Academy and fought in the Seminole Wars and U.S.-Mexico War, for which he
earned brevet major. For his service on the frontier in California in 1851, he
was brevetted lieutenant colonel. When the Civil War erupted, he was already a seasoned veteran with more than three decades of service, but was
only commissioned a colonel of the 17th Infantry. He fought in the Battle of
First Bull Run, was wounded, and participated in Maj. Gen. George
McClellan's Peninsula Campaign in the spring and summer of 1862. In this
campaign, he displayed heroism that won him wide acclaim as a combat
commander and resulted in a promotion to major general. Although he
hoped to further ascend the officer's ranks during the Peninsula Campaign,
his fortunes worsened during the Seven Days' Battle. After Confederate
general Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson repulsed Heintzelman's corps at Second Bull Run, Lincoln essentially shelved him. He spent the famed Antietam
Campaign defending Washington, D.C. For the remainder of the war, he
was sent to the Midwest to supervise prison camps, which embroiled him in
numerous quarrels with Copperhead political leaders, particularly during
the election of 186+ After the war, he oversaw Reconstruction duties in
Texas, which simply exhausted his political acumen. In 1869 he retired a
major general and briefly engaged in business in New York, until moving to
Washington, D.C., where he died in 1880.
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Although Heintzelman's legacy will be forever defined by his mediocrity
during the Civil War, Thompson's biography of the commander is far from
mediocre. Exhaustively researched with an eye toward exacting detail, this
is a work that proves there is still much to be done in Civil War scholarship.
Readers may not be impressed by Heintzelman's less-than-stellar military
career, but they should be impressed with the endurance of a man whose
very life told the story of the American military in the nineteenth century,
as well as with Thompson's biography. Although at times the work is long
on narrative, Thompson does a wonderful job of insightfully passing judgment on Heintzelman in the context of his times. While there are those
who may quibble with the mountain of detail of one who lacked brilliance,
we can be thankful someone has written a definitive work on a subject that
has long been needed in Civil War scholarship.
Stephen D. Engle
Florida Atlantic University

Byron Cummings: Dean of Southwest Archaeology. By Todd W. Bostwick.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2006. xiv + 350 pp. Halftones, maps,
tables, references, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2477-8.)

Byron Cummings is a legendary figure in southwestern archaeology.
Popularly known as "the Dean," Cummings was the first head of the University of Arizona'~ department of archaeology (later anthropology) and served
as director ofthe Arizona State Museum for twenty-three years. An indefatigable explorer and excavator, he also began Arizona's distinguished line of
archaeological field schools and was a pioneer in what today we call "public
outreach." Cummings also was a controversial figure who has been frequently
faulted for his indifferent scholarship and failure to report his fieldwork.
Todd W. Bostwick catalogues Cummings's many successes and failures. Like
Cummings's life, the book careens through exciting adventures and bureaucratic stagnation to an infinitely sad ending.
Bostwick has done exemplary and meticulous research, traveling to Salt
Lake City and digging about in many archives for long-buried details. This
research provides the foundation for a series of thematic chapters based on
particular times, places, or events in Cummings's personal life, career, and
times. The author spares no details, including some of Cummings's more
colorful escapades and carefully covering the thorny ground of controversy,
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such as the discovery ofthe Silverbell artifacts (lead crosses, swords, and other
artifacts with Latin and Hebrew inscriptions dated in the AD 700s and 800s,
almost surely forgeries). Bostwick strives to maintain a balanced and neutral
view ofhis subject. This approach may irritate many scholars ofsouthwestern
archaeology who love to hate Cummings, but I appreciated the neutral stance,
which probably is a biographer's first obligation to his or her subject.
The book is fascinating not only for its thorough coverage of Cummings
but also for the many colorful and eccentric characters that parade through
its pages. The people, events, and places are evocative, exotic, and compelling. Bostwick gives us glimpses of a long-gone, turbulent time in southwestern archaeology, and these are among the book's best assets.
The only faults in this book lie in the mechanics of production, which
are not up to the University of Arizona Press's usual standards. There are
many inconsistencies and typographical errors, some of which are hilarious. We know Cummings was not a tall man, for example, but we did not
know he was of "modest hearing." More attention to detail would have improved the production value. The thematic organization creates redundancy,
as many of the facts are repeated in several chapters.
These faults are minor compared to the tremendous scholarship that
went into this piece of work and the important data it provides. I learned a
great deal I did not know about Cummings, and I will refer to this book
many times in the future. Anyone, professional or general reader, with an
interest in southwestern archaeology should buy this invaluable reference.
It is doubtful, however, that Bostwick will change anyone's mind. Readers
probably will come away thinking about Cummings in much the same way
as before. His detractors will find much to scorn and his admirers will find
equal support for their point of view. Readers may choose, and fortunately,
Bostwick allows us to do so.
Stephanie M. Whittlesey
Flagstaff, Arizona

John Sutter: A Life on the North American Frontier. By Albert L. Hurtado.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2006. xvii + 412 pp. Halftones, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-3772-8.)
John Sutter is hardly an unknown or unstudied figure of American history. Albert L. Hurtado's meticulously researched and lively account, however, represents the most comprehensive and scholarly biography of the
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Swiss emigre to date. This book, many years (even decades) in the making,
takes advantage of recently opened sources at the Bancroft Library. John
Sutter tells us that Sutter deserves our attention not because he is a fascinating, if problematic character (although he is), but because his decisions
and experiences embodied the contradictions that defined the history of the
American West specifically, and the United States generally, contradictions whose legacies we live with today. Stretching across most of the nineteenth century, the book offers up Sutter's life to expose and explore the
complexities of conquest and incorporation. It situates Sutter in the broadest of contexts and integrates the newest of ideas about the American West.
Through Sutter's migrations, far-reaching economic enterprises, and shifting political alliances, we realize the truly global nature of California society. Through his coercion of Indians, we discover the significance 6f
their labor to Mexicans' and the first Anglo immigrants' survival on the
frontier. Through his struggles to retain his property and possessions, we
notice how the advance of commercial capitalism helps some and hurts
many. Finally, through his efforts to develop and make profitable Central
California, we see the damage done to the environment and subsistence
systems of Native Americans.
The book emphasizes Sutter's participation in and connections to larger
transitions in the American West, but Hurtado does not neglect the finer
points of plot and character development. Following Sutter from his birth in
Kandern, Switzerland, to his death in Litiz, Pennsylvania, John Sutter depicts
the intricacies of Sutter's business dealings, political entanglements, familial
relationships, and intercultural encounters. We learn of Russian territorial
designs, disgruntled and divided Californios, the slow inroads of American
immigrants, war, debates over slavery and governance, the extermination of
Indians, and the steady absorption into an American economy and culture.
Under Hurtado's discriminating gaze, Sutter appears a man simultaneously
infuriating and endearing. A practiced liar, self-promoter, abuser of Indians,
freeloader, overreaching underachiever, and neglectful father and husband,
Sutter is also an adventurer, charmer, teller of good stories, gracious host,
dreamer, and family man. The question of how this complex figure has been
remembered also concerns Hurtado. That so many Californians by the end
of the nineteenth century celebrated Sutter as a kind of founding father, a
pioneer whose economic exploits and subjugation of Indians had fulfilled a
national destiny, speaks to the importance of telling history, distorted as it
may be, to the consolidation ofAmerican power in California.
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Although the book's comprehensiveness is a strength, the level of detail
'sometimes dulls an otherwise sharply told story. Hurtado might have done
more with his contention that Americans have inherited the contradictions
expressed in Sutter's life. What exactly does this mean for contemporary
westerners? Certainly, John Sutter attempts to answer that question in a way
that both a general audience lured in by the seeming familiarity of John
Sutter and an academic one attracted by the possibility of a fresh, more
critical perspective of the legendary figure will enjoy.
Allison Varzally
California State University, Fullerton

The Opium Debate and Chinese Exclusion Laws in the Nineteenth-Century
American West. By Diana L. Ahmad. (Reno: University ofNevada Press, 2007.

xiii + 132 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-87417-698-8.)
This book examines anti-Chinese sentiments in the nineteenth-century
American West and focuses primarily on the coordinated social, political,
and legal efforts of Anglo Americans to inseparably link the Chinese community with immoral activities centered on smoking opium. By concentrating on newspaper sources, court records, and policy documents, Diana L.
Ahmad describes how opium came to symbolize a host of "vices" associated
with the Chinese, including prostitution, effeminacy, and laziness; these
so-called vices threatened to derail the moral (and racial) purity of an industrious Anglo West.
In a somewhat anachronistic account that places the United States at the
center of power over international relations and a global economy during
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Anglo Americans in the western states emerge in this study as self-conscious guardians of morality. This
approach, however, is fraught with historical and analytical contradictions
that beg a more carefully contextualized investigation. Rather than confront the uncomfortable realities of racism, nineteenth-century reformers,
and to some extent Ahmad herself, cloak the discussion of anti-Chinese
sentiments in moral arguments concerning drug addiction. The author further privileges these perspectives by ignoring Chinese reactions and experiences, or by downplaying inherent racial tensions within labor debates and
concerns about cultural assimilation. She also overstates the significance of
opium consumption as an unconscionable, immoral stain on progress.
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Historiographical contributions from historians of drugs, namely David
Courtwright, Carolyn Jean Acker, and Catherine Carstairs, have offered
comprehensive examinations of how historical studies of opium invite scrutiny about the sociopolitical implications of drug policies for users, enforcers, policy makers, and the medical community. The medical community
in Ahmad's study became complicit in fuelling hypocritical and racist conceptions of the Chinese. They were not alone, however, in manufacturing
double standards: the federal government continued to engage in the opium
trade with China and, as Ahmad shows, established different laws governing the sale and consumption of opium for its Anglo and Chinese residents.
Ahmad makes a distinction between smoking-opium and medicinal-opium,
a judgment that she argues is upheld by a nineteenth-century medical profession that prescribed opium for pain relief but condemned its nonmedical, smoked variety as a hazardous and addictive activity. Although chemically
related, with equal potential for addiction, smoking-opium and medicalopium assumed very different reputations in the American West, with separate but equally well-entrenched, racialized characterizations. The real
problem emerged, Ahmad contends, when Anglo Americans engaged in
smoking opium, and in fact when they patronized segregated urban districts
and began mixing habits with the Chinese. Given that this transgression
appears as the catalyst for legal repercussions, racism seems undeniably central to the discussion, yet Ahmad seems reluctant to deepen her analysis.
The Opium Debate raises a number of questions but offers rather tentative and unsatisfying explanations. Ahmad argues that white Americans recognized a potentially explosive problem in Anglo-Chinese relations in the
American West;· the unrestricted growth of the domestic opium business
polluted the moral purity of this region. Debates over opium use appear in
this context as a politically expedient excuse for justifying Chinese exclusion, while the underlying tones of racism and labor unrest remain poorly
illuminated.
Erika Dyck
University of Saskatchewan
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City ofPromise: Race and Historical Change in Los Angeles. Edited by Martin J.
Schiesl and Mark M. Dodge. (Claremont, Calif.: Regina Books, 2006. v + 228 pp.
Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $18.95 paper, ISBN 978-1-93°°53-42-7.)

City ofPromise chronicles the rich racial history of Los Angeles since the
turn of the twentieth century. Eight authors offer snapshots of Latino, Asian
American, and Mrican American experiences. They focus on immigration
and migration patterns that brought non-white groups to the city, their
marginalization by Southern California's political economy upon arrival,
and their struggle for political representation over time. Taken together the
chapters suggest that race determined access to economic and political resources in Los Angeles over the last century while serving as the terrain
upon which non-whites organized for equality and fuller integration into
Angeleno society.
Examining the years from 1900 to 1945, part 1 begins with secondary
source-based surveys of Mexican and Asian (including Chinese, Japanese,
and Filipino) immigrant communities. It concludes with historian Delores
Nason McBroome's essay, which, drawing from black newspapers and federal surveillance records, argues that early-twentieth-century activism of
African American professionals challenged Jim Crow segregation in L.A.
and set the stage for more widely acknowledged efforts for civil rights following World War II. Part 2, covering the post-1945 era, opens with a synthesis of the Asian and Pacific Islander experience that both challenges
the "model minority" myth and asserts Asians and Pacific Islanders have
moved away from more marginal U.S. identities and into the "mainstream."
Josh Sides follows with an account of African American quests for employment, housing, and political voice that suggests black L.A. is best analyzed as a mix of continued marginalization and incremental integration.
The book concludes with a chapter on the historically tense relationship
between Latinos and African Americans and city police and another on
the evolution of the Latino political machine in L.A., including its recurring attempts to build coalitions across ethnic groups, labor, and the politicalleft.
The book's most important contribution is its insistence that the history
of Los Angeles should be told from a multiplicity of racial perspectives.
Despite illuminating a variety of non-white experiences, however, the book
ultimately relies on a multiracial rather than interracial framework that yields
several distinct, yet parallel stories of discrimination and assimilation. As a
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few of the chapters begin to suggest, a deeper engagement with primary
source materials might reveal more about the intersections of racial experiences (including whiteness), variable processes of racialization, culture as a
site of racial conflict and cooperation, and the failure of assimilation narratives to explain fully race and immigration, particularly in light of the recent resurgence in immigration rights activism in Los Angeles and elsewhere.
Despite these caveats, City of Promise is a useful addition to the growing
literature on Los Angdes, urban studies, and the u.s. West, especially as an
introduction for students interested in L.A's complex racial past and the
clues it offers for thinking about how multiple racial groups might coexist in
the present and future.
Luis Alvarez
University of California, San Diego

A Time for Peace: Fort Lewis, Colorado, 1878-1891. By Duane A Smith. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2006. xi + 212 pp. 34 halftones, map, notes,
index. $34.95 cloth,

ISBN

978-0-87°81-832-5.)

Fort Lewis,Colorado, was a backwater. Nothing very important happened
there, and soldiers stationed there engaged in no major conflicts or campaigns. Duane A Smith makes this point abundantly clear and, in the process, furnishes a rich series of anecdotal details about daily life in the frontier
army.
The Army established Fort Lewis, initially at what is now Pagosa Springs,
Colorado, in 1878. Located across the river from the hot spring, the garrison
found itself too isolated in winter to serve as an intended caution to the Utes
and Navajos. In 1880 the post relocated to a site on the La Plata River,
within fifteen miles of modern Durango or twelve miles from Durangothe author leaves the location somewhat imprecise (pp. 99, 119-20). Locals
from Animas City and later Durango were somewhat schizophrenic about
the presence of the fort. When boosting the calm, settled, civilized nature
of the area to attract new capital and settlers, locals saw the fort's presence as
an unnecessary embarrassment; when petitioning the federal government
to prolong the fort's lucrative contracts, Fort Lewis was absolutely critical to
restrain the First Nations in the region. The garrison would periodically
sally forth to show the flag, and then hunker down in winter quarters and
wait for spring.
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For such an isolated post, Fort Lewis was designed for a surprisingly large
garrison. In 1888 the post boasted eight companies, albeit understrength (p.
48). The men drilled, performed fatigue duties, and gardened. Isolation
and inactivity led to boredom, which led to minor disciplinary problems.
The guardhouse was usually full to capacity, and February 1881 saw an astounding thirty-four courts-martial (pp. 52, 88). Still, the offenses seem to
have been minor, and post life rolled along uneventfully. Finally, Fort Lewis
closed in 1891. It then transferred to the Department of the Interior as an
Indian boarding school, then to the State of Colorado in 1910, before becoming a rural high school, a junior college, and (after the college relocated to Durango) an agricultural station (pp. 181-86).
Some details get lost in the narrative. On 14 May 1880, Col. George
Buell led the 15th Infantry on what seems to be a one-day, 350-mile march
(pp. 36-37). Smith occasionally refers to the infantry and cavalry alike as
"troopers" (pp. 20, 80). The jam-packed paragraphs feature a terminal citation each, making it somewhat difficult to isolate the actual source of specific information.
As Smith notes, "life at Ft. Lewis in the 1880s offers a microcosm oflate
nineteenth-century America" (p. 119). Instance by instance, Smith provides
the rich details that outline that microcosm. He has gone so far as to survey
the daily sick call reports, seeking evidence of any epidemics (and finding
none), and uses census records to examine not only the garrison but also
the surrounding civilian towns. Smith has skillfully selected photographs
rich in social history, and it is as social history that this work contributes to
our understanding of the frontier army.
Geoffrey R. Hunt
Community College ofAurora
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Peace Came in the Form ofa Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas
Borderlands. By Juliana Barr. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
20°7. xi + 397 pp. 24 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $59.95 cloth,
ISBN

978-0-8°78-3°82-6, $19.95 paper,

ISBN

978-0-8°78-5790-8.)

Juliana Barr skillfully blends anthropology and Spanish sources to present
a complicated picture that revises the standard narrative of Spanish colonial
Texas. Peace Came in the Form ofa Woman argues that Indians in eighteenthcentury Texas dominated political and economic relations with Spaniards
and that the gendered structures of indigenous kinship systems are the key to
understanding these relations. Sometimes Spaniards understood and worked
within these systems, but more often their actions ran counter to Native cultural structures, thwarting attempts at lasting peaceful relations.
Barr begins with rituals of encounter and initial settlement in SpanishCaddo meetings in East Texas at the end of the seventeenth century. Here,
a small group of Spanish missionaries and soldiers needed Caddo cooperation to survive, but the lack of women in their settlement, and their failure
to respect Caddo and Hasinai women, doomed the colony. Next, a discussion of San Antonio in the first half of the eighteenth century shows that
Coahuilteco, Karankawa, and Tonkawa speakers used mission-presidio complexes to broker political and economic alliances, living only at the missions on their terms, to the frustration of the'Franciscans. Apaches are central
to the story in chapter 4, as Spaniards attempt to control relationships through
failed settlements at San Saba and EI Canon near the Nueces River. In the
latter case, increasing hostility with the Nortenos forced Apache warriors to
leave women and children at the missions, but their vulnerability ultimately
caused Apaches to re'ject mission life.
In the third section, Barr explores attempts to make peace with Comanches and Wichitas of the Northern Plains at the end of the eighteenth century, as well as the role ofenslavement and captivity-redemption in diplomatic
relations between groups. The presence of women in these interactions, as in
earlier ones, signaled peace. In chapter 6, Spanish women and children from
Spanish New Mexico appear as captives who became bargaining chips in
treaties between Spaniards and Indians, even though some chose to stay with
their Native kin.
A conclusion situates the interactions between Spaniards and Indians in
colonial Texas within the larger realm of colonial encounters of the Americas, but more contextualization would have been helpful throughout the
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study, particularly a comparison of the Indian expressions of power in this
region to other areas of New Spain's north. Still, Barr achieves her purpose
of illustrating how Indians dictated the terms of contact, alliances, and enmity in their interactions with Spaniards, and gender and kinship are central to her narrative (p. 8). What emerges is a nuanced picture of the shifting
ground upon which Spanish-Indian relations were built, and the importance of tapping into indigenous understandings of diplomacy in order to
more completely comprehend these cultural encounters.
Kristin Dutcher Mann
University ofArkansas at Little Rock

Another Face ofEmpire: Bartolome de Las Casas, Indigenous Rights, and Ecclesiastical Imperialism. By Daniel Castro. Latin America Otherwise: Languages,
Empires, Nations series. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2007. xii +
233 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $74.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-3930-7, $21.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-3939-7.)
Bartolome de Las Casas is romanticized and idealized, the subject of
hagiographic works that emphasize his legacy as protector of the Indians
and human rights champion. Since the colonial era, he has served as the
benevolent face of the Spanish empire. He is uniformly depicted as gentle,
saintly, and surrounded by adoring Indians. Today, this same image continues. In Another Face of Empire, Daniel Castro begins with this saintly image, examining Las Casas's life, works, and political activities. Unlike other
works, the friar emerges from this book not as an untouchable saint, but as
a human being.
As "protector of the Indians," Las Casas has long been identified as resisting Spanish hegemony in the New World. Castro argues that Las Casas,
far from rebelling against the Spanish, was a committed imperialist. Castro
examines the list ofthe friar's achievements that have been characterized as
anticolonialist and emerges with the contention that "Las Casas's career
abounds with instances ... [that] contributed to the consolidation of the
crown's control over both colonists and natives" (p. 12). From his Brevisima,
used by the king in crafting the New Laws to check the power of the
encomenderos, to the famous debate at Valladolid, which settled the question of whether Spain possessed the right to hold dominion over the New
World, Las Casas's works increased the power of the Spanish Crown in the
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Americas. In short Castro argues that Las Casas presented "another face of
empire": a paternalistic one.
This paternalism, Castro contends, is often confused with paternity.
Rather than engaging in a loving, reciprocated relationship defined by "profound responsibility" that a father-child bond implies, Las Casas's life and
works instead are most consistent with "the more one-sided quality of paternalism, where the dichotomy protector-victim acquires primacy.... Las
Casas's work with and for the Indians is more paternalistic than paternal,
more sympathetic than empathetic" (pp. 13-14). This, Castro argues, is fully
in keeping with Las Casas's role as imperialist: his mandate was not only to
bring the Indians to the foot of the Cross, but to teach them the ways of the
superior culture of the Spanish.
Castro's examination of Las Casas's life proves illuminating. Although
Las Casas spent his life as champion of the Indians, he spent little time
among them. Unlike most mendicants, he never learned an indigenous language. Much of his most celebrated work on behalf of the Indians took
place not in the Americas, but at court in Spain. Here, Castro reminds us
that the myth and the reality of Bartolome de Las Casas are two separate
things. Las Casas was an imperialist. In the end, the main difference between the friar and his contemporaries is that he believed that the empire
could be established by nonviolent means. Another Face of Empire makes a
compelling argument and is bound to be well received.
Tamara Spike
North Georgia College and State University

The Prehistory ofthe Tuxtlas. By Robert S. Santley. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2007. xiv + 258 pp. Halftones, 40 line drawings, tables,
bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-4069-6.)
This archaeological site report is the finest ever written about the Tuxtla
region on the southern Gulf of Mexico coast. Thus, it is a fitting culmination of the career of the late Robert S. Santley, who taught at the University
of New Mexico for many years. We must accept his death with sadness, but
we can welcome his book to our libraries with gratitude for a job well done.
The scope of topics covered here is impressive indeed. Santley talks from
the heart about personal issues with fieldwork, and then grounds the reader
with a thorough description of the natural environment, the regional and
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local culture histories, and volcanology. He found ten explosive volcanic
eruptions that occured during some three thousand years and writes that
the more complex societies of the Classic period were more resilieIjt than
the simpler egalitarian societies of the Formative period. His conclusion is
the opposite to what I have been finding in my sample of thirty-five eruptions from Panama through central Mexico. The book offers food for thought
about how different societies react to sudden massive stresses.
SantIey's accomplishments, based on decades of research, are particularly thorough in the domains of adaptation, resource use, manufacture
and distribution of goods, trade, demography, and regional politics. He
deals with local production and exchange, as well as contacts with distant
polities. The most distant and most important of those polities was Teotihuacan in central highland Mexico. Teotihuacan dominated Matacapan,
the principal site in the Tuxtlas, during the Middle Classic period (circa
AD 450-650) with major importation of green obsidian and other materials. Some actual immigration ofTeotihuacanos was possible, but it is unclear if political or religious domination occurred as well. The Tuxtlas
have an unusual demographic profile, by Mesoamerican standards, with
very low populations throughout the Formative period. That changed spectacularly, with a 3,500 percent population explosion during the Classic
period. Postclassic populations declined virtually to zero by the time the
Spanish arrived.
Many readers will focus on Tuxtla-Teotihuacan relationships, and they
will find rich reading. Santley is candid about those aspects ofTeotihuacan
influence in which he is confident and those that remain unclear. One of
the strengths of the volume is that it avoids the "argument by authority" that
some senior scholars employ. Santley highlights the accomplishments of
graduate students working with him on his projects and their research after
achieving their PhOs and becoming independent scholars. He points the
way toward future research, thus gracefully passing the baton. We could not
have asked for a finer publication as a capstone to an impressive professional career.
Payson Sheets
University of Colorado at Boulder
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In the Sierra Madre. By Jeff Biggers. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
2006. xiv + 184 pp. Bibliography, index. $25.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-252-°3101-4,
$16,95 paper, ISBN 978-0-252-07499-8.)
Travel writing about Mexico is a literary tradition that dates from the
conquest of the Aztec capital, TenochtitJan. While early travelers wrote about
Mexico from a military, government, or investment viewpoint, the development of Mexico's railroad system during the Porfirian era ushered in a new
class of travel narrative, one mainly devoted to colorful descriptions of indigenous Mexicans and accessible to a new reading public. These journals
evolved as travelers increasingly drove south of the border on the country's
early twentieth-century highways, visiting Mayan ruins and colonial cities.
Still, the country's remote vastness fascinated foreigners, with one region in
particular, the Sierra Madre, attracting all sorts of adventurers and wanderers. This allure is the background for Jeff Biggers's In the Sierra Madre, an
interesting and informative look at one of Mexico's last untouched regions.
Biggers, a writer and teacher, writes eloquently if not wistfully of a region
under assault by drug traffickers and global culture. Yet, the book is more
about his interaction with the area's Raramuri (Tarahumara) indigenous
inhabitants.
Like the -Mayas, the Raramuris have inspired countless visitors and writers to muse about the value of indigenous culture and its seeming demise at
the hands of western civilization. Biggers's account is no different; he is
clearly sympathetic to the Native peoples of the Sierra Madre. What makes
his account different from others is his humble approach, Throughout the
text, Biggers constantly wonders whether his one-year presence among theRaramuris, a stay intended to produce a memoir of his experience, is legitimate and bothersome to his hosts. To prove the point, he describes at length
his numerous tasks, including planting corn and chopping firewood. These
exercises provide launching points for one of the book's main strengths: its
brief histories of past travelers in the Sierra Madre, visitors such as the Norwegian explorer Carl Lumholtz and the French actor Antonin Artuad. With
considerable finesse, Biggers summarizes their lives and fates after they left
the land of the Raramuris. These stories make Biggers's own tenure well
grounded in reality and ultimately depict him as a respectable traveler devoid of self-righteousness. What is lacking froin this otherwise fascinating
study is a more complete portrayal of.nonindigenous Mexicans who live
among the 'Raramuris. Biggers's focus on the Sierra's indigenous peoples is
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not unexpected; like travelers before him, he is fascinated with the "other"
and the reader benefits as a result.
Ultimately, Biggers succeeds because he does not view the Raramuris as
museum pieces and the Sierra Madre as a laboratory. Rather, Biggers, like
all true voyagers, travels to discover himself and to write about his subjects
with respect. Borderlands scholars and students of Mexico's indigenous
peoples will appreciate this viewpoint and will find In the Sierra Madre to
be an important work worthy of inclusion in their libraries.
James A. Garza
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Signs of the Casas Grandes Shamans. By Christine S. VanPool and Todd L.
VanPool. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2007. xiv + 164 pp. 12 duotones, 54 halftones, maps, tables, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 9780-87480-874-2. )
The center of Casas Grandes, or Paquime, flourished in northwest Chihuahua, Mexico, during the Medio period, or AD 1200-1450. It was one of
the more elaborate polities to develop there or in the U.S. Southwest. One
of the most famous characteristics of the community and the surrounding
area is the polychrome ceramic assemblage, which bears an elaborate iconography of humans, birds, serpents, and fantastic creatures. These designs
have been much described, but they have not been analyzed extensively
until recently. The present volume represents the most ambitious interpretation of Casas Grandes ceramic decoration that has ever been attempted.
The authors cite ethnographic studies to argue that magico-religious systems of the shamanistic sort were common in complex societies of the New
World. They contend that these systems share a basically similar worldview,
or a "shamanistic universe." This consists of three layers, lower, middle,
and upper, each populated by different sorts of supernatural and natural
beings. Humans occupy the middle level in this cosmic construct, and shamans are the people who have acquired the power to travel between the
three layers. In their journeys, shamans are transformed into spirit beings;
they acquire knowledge and power through their dealings with supernaturals;
and they secure benefits for their people. These shamans often are powerful
in political, social, and economic life, as well as in ritual, so that they serve
as leaders of their societies.
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The goal of the present study is to apply this shamanistic model to Casas
Grandes, and the relevant data come primarily from the rich ceramic iconography. The authors have accumulated photographs of more than three
thousand whole polychrome vessels from a number of museum collections.
The authors contend that the vessels' decorations encoded information on
ritual and cosmology, and they read it from the perspective of the shamanistic universe model. The full story is not told on any single vessel. Instead,
individual specimens contain parts, which the authors assemble into a coherent narrative.
The book's initial chapters introduce the site of Casas Grandes and discuss the compositional rules of polychrome pottery. Subsequent chapters
develop the argument that much of Casas Grandes's iconography focused
on shamans and their spirit-journeys. Vessels are illustrated to show all parts
of the shamans' transformation sequence, starting with dancing and smoking and progressing through metamorphosis into spirit beings. In the course
of their journeys, the shamans interact with natural and supernatural creatures, especially birds, serpents, and composites of the two. All these are
commonly depicted on the polychrome vessels.
In short the authors use the ceramic design data to reconstruct a complex, multilayered universe filled with a variety of natural and spirit beings,
as well as with shamans who journeyed among them. One could plausibly
assert that the Medio-period shamanistic iconography appears abruptly, showing the introdtiction of a new politico-religious system that accompanied
Casas Grandes's rapid rise to regional power. The authors' interpretations
surely will stimulate considerable debate, but they stand as the current high
point in our ongoing quest to understand the rich iconography of Casas
Grandes.
Michael E. Whalen
University of Tulsa
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Mexican Gold Trail: The Journal of a Forty-Niner. By George W. B. Evans,
edited by Glenn S. Dumke, preface by Robert Glass Cleland, supplemental
introduction by Peter 1. Blodgett. (1945; San Marino, Calif.: Huntington Library, 2006. xxix + 340 pp. Line drawings, maps, appendix, bibliographies,
index. $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-087328-222-2.)

As the title suggests, Mexican Gold Trail is a gold rush tale in a Borderlands context. In February 1849, George W. B. Evans-an attorney from Defiance, Ohio-joined a local group of men organizing an expedition to
California. Because they left so early in the season, the group decided upon a
southern route. They steamed down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to New
Orleans then across the Gulf of Mexico to Texas. They crossed the recently
admitted state of Texas from Port Lavaca to Eagle Pass, where they entered
into Mexico. Evans and his companions traveled through northern Mexico
via the city of Chihuahua, visited the ruins at Casas Grandes, survived the
Sonoran Desert, followed the Santa Cruz to the Gila River, and entered California via Carrizo Springs. Evans reached the Mariposa Diggings in October, but he did not fare well as a miner, and his health began to decline.
Unable to find the profits he expected in the camps, Evans relocated to San
Francisco and took a job in the customs service. They transferred him to
Sacramento where he later joined an auction house. He died there in December 1850, apparently of cholera.
Evans kept a journal of his experiences. He dedicated a full two-thirds to
the journey from Ohio to California, and it is one of only a handful that
records the Mexican route. The journal's value, however, lies with its depth
of detail and expression. Evans was mindful that he might one day publish
his account and recorded those observations and incidents that readers of
nineteenth-century travelogues expected. As he passed through a multicultural world, he commented on numerous groups of people-Texans,
Mexicans, Apaches, Comanches, Chilefios, French, Chinese, and his own
gold rush comrades. He could not escape the cultural biases of his Anglo
American, Protestant outlook and very often criticized those groups that he
found alien, but he could be equally critical of the brutal world that his
fellow forty-niners created. The journal contains small drawings, including
petroglyphs that he copied at Casas Grandes. It also provides insight into
the material culture of the gold rush with commentary on camp accoutrements, mining devices, etc.
The Huntington Library published Evans's account in 1945. Glenn S.
Dumke edited and annotated the journal with helpful footnotes. He also
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wrote the brief introduction that supplies additional biographical detail and
historical context. The index is thorough but not comprehensive. For example it includes useful entries for dress, food, and amusements for Mexicans and Native Americans, but not for the miners. The edition from 2006
offers the journal in paperback format for the first time. Peter J. Blodgett
writes the introduction to the second edition and provides an updated bibliography. Both professional and casual students of the gold rush and the
Borderlands will appreciate the opportunity to acquire an affordable copy
of this crucial primary source.
Jimmy L. Bryan Jr.
Lamar University

The Art ofNew Mexico: How the West is One. By Joseph Traugott. (Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press, 2007. x + 276 pp. 228 duotones, bibliography,
index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-89013-497-9.)
The Art of New Mexico ostensibly offers a wide analysis of art made in
New Mexico, based on the collection of the Museum of Fine Art in Santa
Fe (MFA). Unfortunately, Joseph Traugott fails at this task in two important
ways. First, he is so focused on the artistic "hot spots" of Santa Fe and Taos
that he ignores the vast majority of the active arts communities in other
parts of the state. Second, by limiting himself to the northern arts communities, he deals almost exclusively with European American and Native
American artists, virtually ignoring artists of Hispanic ancestry. This oversight is disappointing, as Traugott notes at the beginning of his book that he
seeks to provide an "intercultural history of New Mexico art" (p. 1). His lack
of inclusiveness belies the title of the book, which promises an account of
art from all around the state, and even hints at an interconnectivity that
never materializes in Traugott's text.
The Art ofNew Mexico surveys art produced in Santa Fe, Taos, and (fleetingly) Albuquerque from the arrival of the railroads in New Mexico in 1879
to the present day, as seen through the limiting lens of the collection of the
MFA. The limitation would not detract from the work if the author had
analyzed more fully both the positive and negative impact that the MFA,
and especially its founding director Edgar L. Hewett, had on the arts communities of northern New Mexico. One senses that Traugott is walking a
fine line in many passages of the book where he felt it necessary to recognize
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Hewett's shortcomings. (Hewett was Eurocentric and retarditaire in his taste
and did not value Hispanic art traditions as much as he did those of the local
Native Americans.) At the same time, Traugott expresses an overall positive,
almost boosterish, attitude toward the former MFA director's arguably damaging policies.
To expect a critical assessment from a curator who is affiliated with the
very institution he sets out to study is perhaps unfair, but Traugott raises
the reader's hopes on more than one occasion that he will provide historical and critical context for the MFA collection. These teases never amount
to full-fledged discussions, and Traugott's text too often reads as a catalogue of basic information written on the level of museum labels. There
are many places where this reader wished the author had expanded beyond descriptive (and not always accurate) discussions of the illustrated
works to include analytical assessments and the words of the artists and
figures. The book lacks the authoritative and interesting voices found in
primary resources that would make it both more enjoyable to the reader
and valuable to the field.
While The Art of New Mexico functions nicely as a beautifully illustrated
coffee table book featuring the "greatest hits" of the MFA collection, it does
not provide a cohesive, integrated, or convincing view of arts production in
the state of New Mexico since the turn of the twentieth century.
Stephanie L. Taylor
New Mexico State University

Book Notes

Roots of Resistance: A History of Land Tenure in New Mexico. By Roxanne
Dunbar-Ortiz, foreword by Simon J. Ortiz. Revised Edition. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2007. xvii + 239 pp. Map, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,

ISBN

978-0-8061-3833-6.)

At the Heart ofTexas: 100 Years ofthe Texas State Historical Association, 18971997. By Richard B. McCaslin, foreword by J. P. Bryan. (Austin: Texas State
Historical Association, 2007. vii + 333 pp. 208 halftones, appendixes, notes,
DVD, select bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-87611-216-8.)
Spain and the Plains: Myths and Realities ofSpanish Exploratio,! and Settlement on the Great Plains. Edited by Ralph H. Vigil, Frances W. Kaye, and
John R. Wunder. (1994; repr., Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2007.
xiii + 179 pp. 14 halftones, 7 maps, notes, index. $22.95 paper, ISBN 978-087°81- 837-0 .)
Edward S. Curtis and the North American Indian Project in the Field. Edited and with an introduction by Mick Gidley. (Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press, 2003. xiii + 178 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95
cloth,

ISBN

978-0-8°32-2193-2.)

Red Cloud: Photographs ofa Lakota Chief By Frank H. Goodyear III. Great
Plains Photography Series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2003. x
+ 211 pp. 97 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8°32-2192-5.)
Salt in the Sand: Memory, Violence, and the Nation-State in Chile, 1890 to
the Present. By Lessie Jo Frazier. Politics, History, and Culture series.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2007. xvii + 388 pp. 13 halftones, 5
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $84-95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-3986-1, $13.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8223-4°°3-4.)
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Avant-Garde, Internationalism, and Politics: Argentine Art in the Sixties. By
Andrea Giunta, translated by Peter Kahn. Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations series. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
2007. ix + 406 pp. 16 color plates, 41 halftones, notes, bibliography, index.
$89.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-3877-2, $24·95 paper,

ISBN

978-0-8223-3893-2.)

People of the Volcano: Andean Counterpoint in the Colca Valley of Peru. By
Noble David Cook, with Alexandra Parma Cook. (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, 2007. xi + 319 pp. 41 halftones, 2 maps, 12 tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $84.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-3988-5, $23.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-8223-3971-7. )
A Discontented Diaspora: Japanese Brazilians and the Meanings of Ethnic
Militancy, 1960-1980. By Jeffrey Lesser. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2007. xxx + 219 pp. 28 halftones, map, 6 tables, glossary, notes, bibliography, index. $79.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8223-4°60-7, $22·95 paper, ISBN 978-

0-8223-4°81-2. )
Three Plays: The Indolent Boys, Children of the Sun, and The Moon in Two
Windows. By N. Scott Momaday. Oklahoma Stories and Storytellers series.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2007. viii + 177 pp. 4 halftones.
$24.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8061-3828-2.)
For the Love of a Horse. By Max Evans. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2007. ix + 225 pp. 41 halftones, uline drawings. $24.95 cloth,
ISBN 978-0-8263-4274-4.)
King of the Road: Adventures along New Mexico's Friendly Byways. By Lesley
S. King. (Santa Fe: New Mexico Magazine, 20°7.120 pp. 82 color plates, 30
maps. $19.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-937206-94-2.)

